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CHÂTEAU DE BEAUREGARD
“As the scores and reviews attest, I was suitably impressed with the quality
and recommend the wines to you.”
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POUILLY-FUISSÉ

Once again there is fine density to the serious and mouth coating medium-bodied
flavors that possess excellent volume that
concludes in a finish that reminds me of a
notably dry and crisp Chablis.
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SAINT-VÉRAN
2014

This is also noticeably reduced though
there are subtle notes of citrus lurking in
the background. There is fine mid-palate
concentration to the punchy and delicious
flavors that possess a certain generosity
along with a lovely underlying tension that
adds lift to the lightly stony finish.

POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2014

… there is excellent size, weight and
punch to the medium-bodied flavors that
possess very fine power on the robust
and saline-inflected finale.
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POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2014

The rich, delicious and generous, indeed
even opulent, medium-bodied flavors possess a clean, dry and saline-inflected
finale. In a word, lovely.

90

While there is reasonably good richness
there is also outstanding detail to the
tautly muscular, intense and punchy middle weight flavors that possess a markedly austere, crisp and tightly wound
finale.
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2014

Once again there is excellent volume to
the well-detailed and tension-filled middle
weight flavors that are shaped by citrustinged acidity on the naturally austere and
moderately backward finale. Good stuff
here and worth checking out.

90

POUILLY-FUISSÉ

POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2015

There is fine richness to the seductive yet
refined middle weight flavors that possess
a really lovely mouth feel before culminating in a saline, balanced and delicious
finale.

86

…Otherwise there is excellent richness to
the full-bodied and opulent flavors that are
blessed with plenty of dry extract that impart a sappy texture to the balanced and
one again refreshing finish.

SAINT-VÉRAN
2015

There is impressive richness to the round
and almost sweet flavors that possess acceptable complexity on the refreshing finish…

95 – 100 : Truly incomparable . 90 – 94 : Outstanding . 85 – 89 : Good to High quality
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